Asian Handicap Betting System

Asian handicap is a form of betting where the perceived weaker team or underdog is given a number of goals head start conversely the team perceived to be superior the favourite is penalised or handicapped an equal number of goals in an attempt to make the two teams equal for betting purposes, the asian handicap betting appeared a very long time ago in asian countries such as china singapore hong kong the asian handicap was the most famous type of betting in western countries it appeared only recently and before that time almost all the players of western countries have heard nothing about it the population of the far east, asian handicap originated in asia and today is taking europe by storm asian line betting commonly known as asian handicap is very popular with the european punters benefits of betting in asian handicaps you have a 50 better chance of winning than with traditional odds, juventus betting system how to make money betting on juventus now the one i really wanted to look at was the asian handicap markets can we take our knowledge about juventus home form and see if they are also beating the handicap on a regular basis and can therefore provide us with higher odds and margins, asian handicap betting is a form of betting on football in which teams are handicapped according to their form so that a stronger team must win by more goals for a punter betting on them to win the system originated in indonesia and has gained popularity in the early 21st century, the main objective of betting systems is to keep track of a bankroll earnings what are the best betting systems the best betting systems for use with 007soccerpicks are kelly criterion this method or system is highly recommended for most bettors that want to get started with a betting system, asian handicap also known as ah is a form of spread betting and works in the same way as a regular handicap with teams either given goals or having goals taken away from the total score this type of betting originally became popular in indonesia with the term believed to have first been coined by journalist joe saumarez smith since the turn of the century more and more
people have been

asian handicap betting is a form of betting on football in which teams are handicapped according to their form so that a stronger team must win by more goals for a punter betting on them to win the system originated in indonesia and has gained popularity in the early 21st century it is a form of spread betting handicaps typically range from one quarter goal to several goals in increments, you can use this system on any league you like the reason this free football betting system works it that if you lose you simply increase your stake in the example in the free betting system ebook you can turn £234 into £1026 now i don t care how much betting you ve done quadrupling your profits in a betting season is an almighty feat ,

explanation asian handicap is a modern and very popular form of betting on football matches which originated in indonesia the system became popular in the beginning of 21th century and now is one of the most used in the betting area,

what is the guerilla betting system all about and can it really make as much money as the owner claims that it can this football betting system is designed to take advantage and profit from the asian handicap odds structure and has been proven to work on all international football leagues

what is asian handicap betting among all types of bets the most popular is asian handicap betting which is a subtype of a handicap bet and it has gained such popularity that has deserved its own name and separate thorough investigation in general understanding handicap bet serves for equalizing chances and adding fuel to the fire in such sport events where the outcome is predetermined, this is the book about worlds best asian handicap soccer betting secrets make your bookie your atm machine this secret is a bookies nightmare and sure to explode your bank account with loads of cash from soccer betting if you can follow a few simple steps and spot the signal in the odds then with these soccer betting secrets, 

asian handicaps are a relatively new type of bet which are offered on football matches the asian handicap is created so that in theory each team has a roughly equal chance of winning in asian handicap betting effectively the draw is taken out of play and a competitive market formed, that being said my football betting tips are about asian handicap side betting rather than under over early betting getting the best odds asian handicap betting just like sports betting in general as a whole is a highly competitive market and it comes without saying that getting the best odds is a top
What is handicap betting and how does it work? A guide to Asian and European handicap betting.

Handicap betting is a form of betting where the perceived weaker team or underdog is given a number of goals head start conversely the team perceived to be superior the, Asian handicap betting strategy and tips. We answer what is Asian handicap betting to help with Asian handicap betting on Betfair to help personalise content tailor your experience and help us, any professional gambler will tend to orient towards the Asian handicap betting as it is likely to provide more value than other types of betting systems especially in terms of football.

Asian handicap example betting: Asian handicap style involves backing a team just like in the case of a 1x2 market, single Asian handicap betting is ideal when there is a large perceived difference in ability between two teams the supposed better team will be awarded a goal handicap to eliminate the difference in quality for betting purposes for example they will start the game with 0.5 1 1.5 2 goals, to counter the perceived bias in abilities and to provide more balanced and appealing odds. Bookmakers offer what is known as handicap betting in the context of soccer the handicap odds level the playing field by accounting for difference in perceived strength of the participants by literally applying a goal handicap positive and negative to each side.

Before we explain what the Asian handicap is it is important to first of all look at the possibilities of an outcome in betting understanding this will make it easier for you to understand the Asian handicap strategy you can also use this betting system to bet on closer teams so if Manchester City was playing Manchester United and both are on good form then they would probably both have 0 handicaps so you are simply betting on a straight win however the reason you would use this over a straight match bet is because if the teams draw, Asian handicap betting when it comes to counting on the underdog your best bet in the football world is to try handicap betting this form of gambling actually evens out the odds for the underdog by giving their supporters a 50-50 chance rather than overwhelming odds in favour of the team that's expected to win. Asian handicap betting system we follow the most important leagues of the world Premier League Italian Serie A Spanish Liga, Bundesliga, English Championship, Champions League, and Europa League we use money management systems and approach betting like traders.
handicap betting is designed to create a more level playing field when it comes to wagering on football matches. Asian handicap betting applies a goal or a ball handicap to more successful teams, meaning they'll have to win by a greater margin of goals in order for a wager to be counted. Asian handicaps reduce the amount of outcomes a player can wager on to two disregarding draws. In this case, European handicap is recommended when we are positive of a team's win and would like to pick better odds with a corresponding risk to bet or not to bet if you choose to bet on European handicap odds, you should know that you are taking a much higher risk than in 1x2 betting.

Asian handicaps vs fixed odds betting with Asian handicap betting, also called Hang Cheng, it eliminates the possibility of a draw result. The perceived weaker team will get a handicap from the bookies to balance the odds so that there is an equal probability for each team to win the game. How to win money betting on Asian handicap markets how to win money betting on cricket how to win money betting on golf football betting systems what works and what doesn't.

Asian handicap what is it? It's one of the most popular betting markets at the moment in the sports betting world. This market can be a bit tricky for the sports betting beginners but once you learn all the rules of this handicap, you will see that there is no better market to gain advantage and edge over the bookies.

Latest Asian handicap odds live scores live TV streams forums football betting tips and predictions get your tips before you bet. Clearly, the world leader in sports betting offers 4 x different types of sports betting systems on one login.

Over under betting is a popular type of betting in the contemporary world. Many betters see it as an alternative to the Asian handicap the traditional head to head betting or the Martingale betting system.

Asian handicap betting explained. Asian handicap betting is very similar to standard handicap betting and point spread betting. You'll soon discover though that there are some key differences. The basic idea is to make...
the outcome of a soccer game a 50 50 proposition by giving a goals handicap to each team, asian handicap betting is a recent development in the soccer betting world i am not sure if this works in any other sports but because this is a blog about soccer betting i will stick with that an asian handicap bet is when you give a team a certain number of goals start, in normal handicap betting if a team won 1 0 and you had backed 1 goal you would lose if under this system you back 1 asian handicap you would have the selection voided if you go with 0 5 1 and your team wins 1 0 it is paid as a half win half void so covering the win and the larger win, betfair asian handicap betting is one of most popular ways to wager on football match outcomes online with both teams awarded a goal handicap or advantage before the game begins asian handicap bets are designed to make football match betting more interesting and can provide more lucrative returns than betting on simple to win outcomes, asian handicap betting can be extremely confusing for many understandably too however once you get the hang of it it can be a very useful and more importantly profitable form of betting what is asian handicap betting asian handicap betting is a system that originates from indonesia and has become increasingly popular over the last, it's this dynamic nature of asian handicap betting that has truly made it the popular betting market it is today, asian handicap betting explained so what exactly is an asian handicap as briefly mentioned in the previous paragraph an asian handicap attempts to create 50 50 proposition by giving a goals handicap to each of the competing teams, i use flat betting system with 5 of my bank stake on every bet to make my work easier so i found some sites that can help me www 7m cn main site used for asian handicap tracking system www sfstats net used for goals per game www betbrain com used to search for best asian handicap lines, asian handicap is a form of betting where the tie result is removed in the standard 1x2 wagering the chances of each outcome are 33 you have two betting options betting on home or away so you have 50 chances of success asian handicap tips, asian handicap is a football betting market in which teams receive a handicap that reflects their previous performance like most sporting handicaps its aim is to level the playing field when teams are mismatched in terms of ability, i enjoy asian
handicapping a lot asian handicap betting on football betting is a popular option as it provides a great deal of coverage because any match which produces an drawn handicapped outcome for example a 1 team winning by one goal actually produces a push instead, the asian handicap is manchester united 0 1 95 vs arsenal 0 1 95 you fancy united but fear they may not finish the job in normal time with a bet on the asian handicap above if the match does end in a draw your stakes would be returned as a drawn match would result in a tie on the handicap, understanding this will make it easier for you to understand the asian handicap get your freebets now claim 100 s of pounds in freebets betting bonuses credits and chips asian handicap odds in different sports the main draws for asian handicap odds are sports which have individual events that can end in a draw so too are they popular in sports that employ a seeding system in which backing a favoured athlete or team with a heavy handicap against is a good and lucrative option w88 are the proud jersey sponsors of wolverhampton fc and official betting partner for leicester city fc clearly the world leader in sportsbetting offers 4 x different type of sports betting systems on one login all the
sportsbetting systems are the best systems available in Asia including match statistics and live center site, the best 007 Asian handicap betting picks to make a short introduction, Asian handicap also known as AH is a betting option that creates a more level betting environment between two mismatched competing teams by giving a handicap expressed in goals or points to the teams before the event starts. Asian handicap football betting guide the Asian handicap football betting is a highly popular form of betting, the very motive behind this betting system is to avoid the result of a draw in a given football match via handicapping. The simple lure of Asian handicap betting is that there is no possibility to back a draw football bettors find that they win more often with modest Asian handicaps than standard win draw win bets negative or positive handicaps bookies operate the system by assessing the overall ability of either team and assigning a handicap to the fixtures.

Asian handicap betting guide best bookies for Asian, a football betting system that really works predictology, Asian handicap betting Soccerpunter com, a soccer picks Asian handicap amp free, Asian handicap explained includes free AH table download, Asian handicap betting guide 768 Asian handicap betting resource, Betting systems 007,

Asian handicap football betting guide the Asian handicap football betting is a highly popular form of betting, the very motive behind this betting system is to avoid the result of a draw in a given football match via handicapping. The simple lure of Asian handicap betting is that there is no possibility to back a draw football bettors find that they win more often with modest Asian handicaps than standard win draw win bets negative or positive handicaps bookies operate the system by assessing the overall ability of either team and assigning a handicap to the fixtures.

Asian handicap betting strategy amp tips Betfair, Asian handicap betting explained what is Asian handicap gambling, home soccer predictions free soccer predictions, Asian handicap explained olbg.com, Betting previews Asian handicap tipster, What is handicap betting and how does it work, Betting strategy two types of Asian handicaps Nowogoal, Asian handicap betting strategy amp tips Betfair, Asian handicap betting explained what is it and how does, What is Asian handicap betting Smarkets help centre, What is handicap soccer betting soccer handicap betting and predictions, How the Asian handicap betting system works Medium.com, Asian handicap betting Asian handicap rules explained, Asian handicap betting system, Asian handicap betting types explained Soccertipsking, football betting systems what works and what doesn't, Asian handicap betting strategy bettingzebra helpful, Asianbookie.com Asian handicap capital of the world, Asian handicap betting in soccer strategy for using it, Soccer betting systems, the Asian handicap system the future of football betting, Betfair Asian handicap betting
Asian Handicap Betting Guide Best Bookies for Asian
March 9th, 2019 - Asian Handicap is a form of betting where the perceived weaker team or underdog is given a number of goals head start Conversely the team perceived to be superior the favourite is penalised or ‘handicapped’ an equal number of goals in an attempt to make the two teams equal for betting purposes

Asian Handicap Betting Explained extratips.com
March 30th, 2019 - The Asian handicap betting appeared a very long time ago In Asian countries such as China Singapore Hong Kong the Asian handicap was the most famous type of betting In Western countries it appeared only recently and before that time almost all the players of Western countries have heard nothing about it The population of the Far East

Asian Handicap Betting SoccerPunter.com
April 18th, 2019 - Asian Handicap originated in Asia and today is taking Europe by storm Asian Line Betting commonly known as Asian Handicap is very popular with the European punters Benefits of Betting in Asian Handicaps You have a 50 better chance of winning than with traditional odds
A Football Betting System That Really Works - Predictology
April 14th, 2019 - Juventus Betting System – How To Make Money Betting On Juventus
Now the one I really wanted to look at was the Asian Handicap markets Can we take our knowledge about Juventus’ home form and see if they are also beating the handicap on a regular basis and can therefore provide us with higher odds and margins

Asian 768 Asian Handicap Betting Resource
April 18th, 2019 - Asian handicap betting is a form of betting on football in which teams are handicapped according to their form so that a stronger team must win by more goals for a punter betting on them to win The system originated in Indonesia and has gained popularity in the early 21st century

Betting SYSTEMS 007 Soccer Picks Asian Handicap amp FREE
April 18th, 2019 - The main objective of betting systems is to keep track of a bankroll earnings What are the best betting systems The best betting systems for use with 007SoccerPicks are KELLY CRITERION This method or system is highly recommended for most bettors that want to get started with a betting system
Asian Handicap Explained Includes FREE AH Table Download

April 13th, 2019 - Asian handicap also known as AH is a form of spread betting and works in the same way as a regular handicap with teams either given goals or having goals taken away from the total score. This type of betting originally became popular in Indonesia with the term believed to have first been coined by journalist Joe Saumarez Smith. Since the turn of the century, more and more people have been

Asian handicap Wikipedia

April 17th, 2019 - Asian handicap betting is a form of betting on football in which teams are handicapped according to their form so that a stronger team must win by more goals for a punter betting on them to win. The system originated in Indonesia and has gained popularity in the early 21st century. It is a form of spread betting. Handicaps typically range from one quarter goal to several goals in increments.

Free Football Betting System

April 14th, 2019 - You can use this system on any league you like. The reason this free football betting system works is that if you lose you simply increase your stake. In the example in the free betting system ebook, you can turn £234 into £1026. Now I don't care how much betting you've done; quadrupling your profits in a betting season is an almighty feat.
Asian Handicap amp Asian Goal Line Explanation How to use
April 15th, 2019 - Asian Handicap Explanation Asian Handicap is a modern and very popular form of betting on football matches which originated in Indonesia.

The system became popular in the beginning of 21th century and now is one of the most used in the betting area.

Guerilla Betting System Review Asian Handicap System
April 15th, 2019 - What is the Guerilla Betting System all about and can it really make as much money as the owner claims that it can? This football betting system is designed to take advantage and profit from the Asian Handicap Odds structure and has been proven to work on all international football leagues.

Asian handicap betting what is asian handicap Gambling
April 18th, 2019 - What is asian handicap betting? Among all types of bets the most popular is asian handicap betting which is a subtype of a handicap bet and it has gained such popularity that has deserved its own name and separate thorough investigation. In general understanding handicap bet serves for equalizing chances and adding fuel to the fire in such sport events where the outcome is predetermined.
Home Soccer Predictions Free Soccer Predictions
April 15th, 2019 - This is the book about World’s Best Asian Handicap Soccer Betting Secrets... “Make Your Bookie Your ATM Machine” This secret is a bookie’s nightmare and sure to explode your bank account with loads of cash from soccer betting If you can follow a few simple steps and spot the signal in the odds then with these soccer betting secrets...

Asian Handicap Explained olbg com
April 8th, 2019 - Asian Handicaps are a relatively new type of bet which are offered on football matches The Asian Handicap is created so that in theory each team has a roughly equal chance of winning In Asian Handicap betting effectively the draw is taken out of play and a competitive market formed

Betting Previews Asian Handicap Tipster
April 6th, 2019 - That being said my football betting tips are about Asian handicap side betting rather than under over Early Betting Getting The Best Odds Asian handicap betting just like sports betting in general as a whole is a highly competitive market and it comes without saying that getting the best odds is a top priority

What Is Handicap Betting And How Does It Work
April 18th, 2019 - What is handicap betting and how does it work Guid to Asian and European handicap betting Find out rules types and odds explained in the article
Asian Handicap Betting Strategy and Tips Betfair
April 18th, 2019 - Asian Handicap Betting Strategy and Tips We answer What is Asian Handicap Betting to help with Asian Handicap betting on Betfair. To help personalise content, tailor your experience and help us.

Asian Handicap Betting Explained What is It and How Does
April 15th, 2019 - Any professional gambler will tend to orient towards the Asian handicap betting as it is likely to provide more value than other types of betting systems - especially in terms of football. Asian Handicap Example Betting. Asian handicap style involves backing a team just like in the case of a 1X2 market.

What is Asian Handicap betting - Smarkets Help Centre
April 15th, 2019 - Single Asian Handicap betting. Single Asian Handicap betting is ideal when there is a large perceived difference in ability between two teams. The supposed better team will be awarded a goal handicap to eliminate the difference in quality for betting purposes. For example, they will start the game with 0 5 1 1 5 2 goals.

What is handicap soccer betting - Soccer handicap betting
April 17th, 2019 - To counter the perceived bias in abilities and to provide more balanced and appealing odds bookmakers offer what is known as handicap betting. In the context of soccer, the Handicap odds level the playing field by accounting for differences in perceived strength of the participants by literally applying a goal handicap positive and negative to each side.

**How the Asian Handicap Betting System works medium com**

July 16th, 2015 - Before we explain what the Asian Handicap is, it is important to first of all look at the possibilities of an outcome in betting. Understanding this will make it easier for you to understand the

**The Best Football Betting Strategies Tips and Predictions**

April 14th, 2019 - The Asian Handicap Strategy. You can also use this betting system to bet on closer teams. So if Man City was playing Man Utd and both are on good form, then they would probably both have 0 handicaps so you are simply betting on a straight win. However, the reason you would use this over a straight match bet is because if the teams draw.

**Asian Handicap Betting Asian Handicap Rules Explained**

April 14th, 2019 - Asian Handicap Betting. When it comes to counting on the underdog, your best bet in the football world is to try handicap betting. This form of gambling actually evens out the odds for the underdog by giving their supporters a 50/50 chance rather than overwhelming odds in favour of the team that's expected to win.

**Asian handicap betting system**

April 7th, 2019 - Asian handicap betting system. We follow the most important leagues of the world: Premier League, Italian Serie A, Spanish Liga, Bundesliga, English Championship, Champions League, and Europa League. We use money management systems and approach betting like traders.
Asian Handicap Betting Types How It Works amp AH Bookies

April 18th, 2019 - Asian Handicap betting is designed to create a more level playing field when it comes to wagering on football matches. Asian Handicap betting applies a goal or a ‘ball’ handicap to more successful teams meaning they’ll have to win by a greater margin of goals in order for a wager to be counted. Asian handicaps reduce the amount of outcomes a player can wager on to two disregarding draws.

What does European handicap mean? Euro Handicap Betting

April 18th, 2019 – In this case European handicap is recommended when we are positive of a team’s win and would like to pick better odds with a corresponding risk. To bet or not to bet. If you choose to bet on European Handicap odds you should know that you are taking a much higher risk than in 1X2 betting.

Asian Handicap Explained SoccerTipsKing

April 17th, 2019 - Asian Handicaps Vs Fixed Odds betting With Asian Handicap Betting also called Hang Cheng it eliminates the possibility of a draw result. The perceived weaker team will get a handicap from the bookies to balance the odds so that is an equal probability for each team to win the game.
Football Betting Systems What Works and What Doesn't
April 17th, 2019 - How to win money betting on Asian Handicap markets How to win money betting on cricket How to win money betting on golf Football Betting Systems What Works and What Doesn't

Asian Handicap Betting Strategy BettingZebra Helpful
April 4th, 2019 - Asian Handicap what is it is one of the most popular betting markets at the moment in the sports betting world This market can be a bit tricky for the sports betting beginners but once you learn all the rules of this Handicap you will see that there is no better market to gain advantage and edge over the bookies

AsianBookie Com Asian Handicap Capital of the World
April 16th, 2019 - Latest Asian Handicap Odds Live Scores Live TV Streams Forums Football Betting Tips and Predictions Get your tips before you bet Clearly the World Leader in SportsBetting offers 4 x different type of Sports Betting systems on one login

ASIAN HANDICAP BETTING GUIDE mybet tips
April 5th, 2019 - Over under betting is a popular type of betting in the contemporary world many betters
see it as an alternative to the Asian handicap the Traditional head to head betting or the Martingale betting system

**Asian Handicap Betting in Soccer Strategy for Using It**

April 13th, 2019 - Asian Handicap Betting Explained Asian Handicap betting is very similar to standard handicap betting and point spread betting You ll soon discover though that there are some key differences The basic idea is to make the outcome of a soccer game a 50 50 proposition by giving a goals handicap to each team

**soccer betting systems**

April 2nd, 2019 – Asian handicap betting is a recent development in the soccer betting world I am not sure if this works in any other sports but because this is a blog about soccer betting i will stick with that An asian handicap bet is when you give a team a certain number of goals start

**The Asian Handicap System The Future of Football Betting**

April 14th, 2019 - In normal handicap betting if a team won 1 0 and you had backed 1 goal you would lose If under this system you back 1 Asian Handicap you would have the selection voided If you go with 0 5 1 and your team wins 1 0 it is paid as a ‘Half Win Half Void’ – so covering the win and the larger win
Betfair Asian Handicap Betting Explained & Rules
April 14th, 2019 - Betfair Asian Handicap Betting is one of most popular ways to wager on football match outcomes online with both teams awarded a goal handicap or advantage before the game begins. Asian Handicap bets are designed to make football match betting more interesting and can provide more lucrative returns than betting on simple to win outcomes.

Asian Handicap Betting Explained The Ultimate Guide
April 10th, 2019 - Asian Handicap AH betting can be extremely confusing for many understandably too. However once you get the hang of it, it can be a very useful and more importantly profitable form of betting. What Is Asian Handicap Betting? Asian Handicap betting is a system that originates from Indonesia and has become increasingly popular over the last few years.

What Is Asian Handicap Betting bettingexpert Academy
April 17th, 2019 - It's this dynamic nature of Asian Handicap betting that has truly made it the popular betting market it is today. Asian Handicap Betting Explained - So what exactly is an Asian Handicap? As briefly mentioned in the previous paragraph, an Asian Handicap attempts to create a 50-50 proposition by giving a goals handicap to each of the competing teams.

Losing Series Asian Handicap Online Betting me uk
April 16th, 2019 - I use flat betting system with 5 of my bank stake on every bet. To make my work easier, so I found some sites that can help me. www.7m.cn main site used for asian handicap tracking system www.sfstats.net used for goals per game, www.betbrain.com used to search for best asian handicap lines.
Asian handicap betting explained - Table odds and rules
April 18th, 2019 - Asian handicap is a form of betting where the tie result is removed in the standard 1X2 wagering the chances of each outcome are 33. You have two betting options betting on home or away. So you have 50 chances of success. Asian handicap tips

Asian Handicap Explained Honest Betting Reviews
April 11th, 2019 - Asian handicap is a football betting market in which teams receive a handicap that reflects their previous performance. Like most sporting handicaps, its aim is to level the playing field when teams are mismatched in terms of ability.

Asian Handicap Betting Strategy Winning Bets with Strategy
April 17th, 2019 - I enjoy Asian Handicapping a lot. Asian Handicap betting on football betting is a popular option as it provides a great deal of coverage because any match which produces an drawn handicapped outcome for example a 1 team winning by one goal actually produces a push instead.

Asian Handicap Betting Strategy Betrescue
April 14th, 2019 - The Asian handicap is Manchester United 0 1 95 vs Arsenal 0 1 95. You fancy United but fear they may not finish the job in normal time. With a bet on the Asian handicap above if the match does end in a draw your stakes would be returned as a drawn match would result in a tie on the handicap.
How The Asian Handicap Betting System Works
March 6th, 2019 - Understanding this will make it easier for you to understand the Asian Handicap Get your FreeBets now Claim 100 s of pounds in FreeBets betting bonuses credits and chips

Asian Handicap Betting 101 FootyStats
March 8th, 2019 - Asian handicap odds in different sports The main draws for Asian handicap odds are sports which have individual events that can end in a draw So too are they popular in sports that employ a seeding system in which backing a favoured athlete or team with a heavy handicap against is a good and lucrative option

AsianBookie Com Asian Handicap Capital of the World
April 14th, 2019 - W88 are the Proud Jersey sponsors of Wolverhampton FC and Official Betting Partner for Leicester City FC Clearly the World Leader in SportsBetting offers 4 x different type of Sports Betting systems on one login All the SportsBetting systems are the best systems available in Asia including Match Statistics and Live Center site
The best “007 ASIAN HANDICAP” Betting Picks
April 18th, 2019 - The best “007 ASIAN HANDICAP” Betting Picks
To make a short introduction ASIAN HANDICAP also known as AH is a betting option that creates a more level betting environment between two mismatched competing teams by giving a “handicap” expressed in goals or points to the teams before the event starts.

Asian Handicap Asian Handicap Bets
April 14th, 2019 - Asian Handicap Football Betting Guide
The Asian Handicap football betting is a highly popular form of betting. The very motive behind this betting system is to avoid the result of “Draw” in a given football match via handicapping.

Asian Handicap Betting betting system football com
April 17th, 2019 - The simple lure of Asian handicap betting is that there is no possibility to back a draw. Football bettors find that they win more often with modest Asian handicaps than standard win draw win bets. Negative or Positive Handicaps Bookies operate the system by assessing the overall ability of either team and assigning a handicap to the fixtures.